We report a new approach to search for structures of minimum energy conical intersection (MECIs) automatically. Gradient projection (GP) method and single component artificial force induced reaction (SC-AFIR) method were combined in the present approach. As case studies, MECIs of benzene and naphthalene between their ground and first excited singlet electronic states (S 0 /S 1 -MECIs) were explored. All S 0 /S 1 -MECIs reported previously were obtained automatically. Furthermore, the number of force calculations was reduced compared to the one required in the previous search.
Introduction
It has been widely recognized that conical intersection (CI) plays an important role in photo-decay processes through a non-radiative transition. CI is a 3N -8 dimensional hyperspace in which two adiabatic potentials of different electronic states with the same spin and space symmetry are degenerate. A number of photoreactions have been discussed based on the geometrical deformation of molecules caused by a molecular motion leading to a CI region [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The minimum energy point within a CI hyperspace, which has been called as minimum energy conical intersection (MECI), has been optimized as an energetically most favorable geometry. There are several methods to optimize a MECI geometry [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Molecules decay to the lower electronic state in higher-energy regions of the CI hyperspace in the actual dynamics, and characterization of higher-energy CI regions have also been made [16] [17] [18] . Automated methods have also been developed for systematic exploration of MECI geometries [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Such an automated MECI search has been made based on the seam model function (SMF) approach, in which an automated search of local minima is made on a model function [23] . The model function consists of two terms, i.e., the mean energy of target states and a penalty function. The penalty is large when the energy gap between target states is large. The model function has local minima near MECIs, and approximate MECI geometries can therefore be obtained by exploring local minima on the model function. Three automated reaction path search methods, i.e., anharmonic downward distortion following (ADDF) [24] [25] [26] , multi component artificial force induced reaction (MC-AFIR) [27] , and single component (SC)-AFIR [28] , have been employed to search for local minima on the model function [20] [21] [22] . Especially, the SMF/SC-AFIR approach has enabled automated search of MECI geometries in systems including more than 30 atoms routinely using a laboratory size computer cluster [22] .
Improving efficiency of the automated search for MECIs by the SC-AFIR method is the subject of this study. In the SMF method, a penalty function is used to find approximate MECI geometries as local minima. However, it is known in optimization of an MECI geometry that convergence of geometry optimization is slow when a penalty function approach is employed [12] . This discussion suggests that the automated search can be accelerated by combining the SC-AFIR method with a method which does not use penalty function. In this study, the gradient projection (GP) method [9, 14] , which has been used as one of MECI optimization methods, has therefore been combined with the SC-AFIR method. The GP/SC-AFIR approach was shown to be more efficient than the previous SMF/SC-AFIR method, because of significant improvement in convergence in the stage to induce a systematic geometrical deformation by the SC-AFIR method.
Methodology

2-1. Single component artificial force induced reaction method
The AFIR method finds the other minima starting from a minimum by minimizing an AFIR function, F AFIR (Q). The AFIR function which adds an artificial force between a given fragment pair, A and B, is defined by Equation (1). 
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R i is the covalent radius for atom i, and p is set to the standard value 6.0. Details for the AFIR function are discussed in the previous papers [27, 29] . The path of minimization of AFIR function is called as AFIR-path.
Along an AFIR-path, approximate minima and transition states are obtained as local energy minima and maxima, respectively. In this study, the minimum-only (MIN-only) algorithm [29] in which local maxima of an energy variation along the AFIR-path are ignored, is employed. The procedure, which is applied to a given fragment pair, consists of the following two steps: (1) minimization of F AFIR (Q) to obtain an AFIR-path, and (2) minimization of E(Q) starting from all approximate minima which are obtained as local minima of an energy variation along the AFIR-path.
The second step gives local minima on E(Q), and a number of local minima on E(Q)
can be obtained by applying this procedure to all possible fragment pairs. An algorithm to generate fragment pairs systematically is described in our previous papers [28, 29] .
2-2. Gradient projection method
The GP method is one of MECI optimization methods [9, 14] . It uses a composed force vector g GP given in Equation (4) to optimize an MECI geometry between two states X and Y.
The matrix P is defined as below. which can be easily computed from gradient vectors of the two adiabatic PESs, and v DCV is an unit vector parallel to the derivative coupling vector (DCV).
As shown in Equation (5), the GP method requires a plane composed of two vectors v DGV and v
DCV
. This plane is called branching plane (BP). In this study, the BP update (BPU) approach was used to obtain the BP at each geometry, and a unit vector perpendicular to v DGV in the BP is used in Equation (5) instead of v DCV [15] . The BPU approach can estimate a BP using only gradients for adiabatic PESs calculated at the present and previous optimization steps. In the BPU, the BP is estimated assuming the first-order expansion of the two diabatic PESs. The equation to obtain the first-order BP using gradients of the two adiabatic PESs calculated at the present and previous optimization steps and its derivation are described in our previous papers [15, 23] . By using the BPU method, calculation of DCV can be avoided.
2-3. GP/SC-AFIR method
In the GP/SC-AFIR method for two target states X and Y, geometry optimization by the GP method is applied to a pair of AFIR functions, F AFIR-X (Q) and
force term in Equation (1) does not depend on electronic state.
In this study, a gradient vector g GP/AFIR in Equation (6) is introduced.
A geometry optimization using g GP/AFIR as a gradient vector converges to a local which is identical to the model function used in the SMF approach [19] , has local minima only in a region in which the energy gap is small. Therefore, in this study, local minima of a variation of the model function defined in Equation (7) along the GP/AFIR-path are further optimized by the standard GP method to obtain true MECI structures. The parameter β is set to the standard value in the SMF approach, β = 30 kJ/mol [19] . It should be noted that the penalty function of Equation (7) is used only to find guesses of MECI structures along a GP/AFIR-path, and it does not affect the convergence of geometry optimizations using g GP/AFIR .
The flow of the GP/SC-AFIR method is summarized as follows:
(a) Generate fragment pairs at a given initial structure by the algorithm reported previously [28, 29] .
(b) Do a geometry optimization with g GP/AFIR for one of fragment pairs defined in the step (a).
(c) Do MECI optimizations starting from all local minima of a variation of the model function denoted in Equation (7) along the GP/AFIR-path obtained in the step (b).
(d) Exit if steps (b) and (c) were applied to all fragment pairs generated in the step (a).
(e) Return to the step (b) and continue the search.
We note that all MECI structures obtained in this procedure are true MECI structures of a given computational level that are optimized without the artificial force. In this study, the matrix P in Equations (5) and (6) were obtained by the BPU approach [15] .The search is done automatically just by running the GRRM program with a single input file in which only a single geometry, i.e., the FC geometry, is given.
The GP method itself has been used not only to optimize MECI structures but also to optimize structures of minimum energy seam of crossing (MESX) between two different spin states [9, 14] . The present approach can also be applied to the search for MESX structures. In either the automated search of MESX structures or the optimization of an MESX structure, the projection matrix P which is composed of the first two terms of eq. (5), is adopted.
Computational details
MECI structures between the ground and first excited singlet electronic states (S 0 /S 1 -MECIs) for benzene and naphthalene were searched by using the GP/SC-AFIR method. The collision energy parameter γ in Equation (3) was set to 100 kJ/mol. In the previous reports [29, 30] , S 0 /S 1 -MECIs of benzene and naphthalene were explored by using SMF/SC-AFIR method with two different γ values, i.e., γ = 100 and 200 kJ/mol.
These calculations showed that γ = 100 kJ/mol was enough to obtain all important MECIs in the Franck-Condon (FC) region. As shown below, γ = 100 kJ/mol was enough to obtain these MECIs in the FC region also in the search by the present GP/SC-AFIR method [29, 30] . The obtained S 0 /S 1 -MECIs and the number of gradient calculations required in the searches were compared with those in the previous studies [29, 30] . The present test calculations were made with the spin-flip time-dependent density functional theory (SF-TDDFT) [31] [32] [33] . The BHHLYP functional [34, 35] was used in combination with the 6-31G* basis set. Benchmark calculations showed that the most successful functionals to calculate the vertical excitation energy were those including 50%-60%
Hartree-Fock exchange [36] , for the collinear SF-TDDFT implemented in the GAMESS program. In a case study of stilbene, it was shown that geometries and relative energies of MECIs by SF-TDDFT with BHHLYP were consistent with those by XMCQDPT2
calculations [37, 38] . The basis set dependence in geometries and relative energies of MECIs in SF-TDDFT calculations with BHHLYP was also shown to be small [39] .
These knowledges would justify use of SF-TDDFT with BHHLYP and 6-31G* in an efficient test of a newly developed structure search method. SF-TDDFT gradients were computed by GAMESS program package [40] . GP/SC-AFIR search was performed by using a developmental version of GRRM program [41] . Table SI1 .
In the previous studies, three low-lying S 0 /S 1 -MECIs, i.e. I-1, I-2, and I-3, were reported for benzene [9, 30, [42] [43] [44] . All of three S 0 /S 1 -MECIs were found by GP/SC-AFIR method as shown in Figure 1 . Additionally, two high energy S 0 /S 1 -MECIs, I-4 and I-5, were obtained by the present method. As mentioned in the previous paper was also found by a SMF/SC-AFIR search using a higher collision energy parameter, γ = 200 kJ/mol, in the previous study [30] . The numbers of force calculations required in the searches by GP/SC-AFIR and SMF/SC-AFIR methods were 5424 and 8582, respectively, where single force calculation includes energy and gradient of the two states. The reduction of the computational cost in the GP/SC-AFIR method was caused by an improved convergence in the optimization step in which the artificial force was applied to induce various geometrical displacements. This is consistent with the previous observation in which the GP method was shown to be more efficient than a penalty function method in optimization of a MECI structure [12] . [29] . MECIs caused by the molecular motion of a bond dissociation or a bond formation are not shown in Figure 2 , where all of the obtained MECIs including those involving bond reorganizations are shown in the supporting information Table SI2 . All of the S 0 /S 1 -MECIs listed in the previous paper [29] were obtained by the present search. As mentioned in the previous paper [22] , when there are two or more MECIs in a same direction from the FC point, the SC-AFIR scheme guarantees to find at least one of The number of force calculations required in the searches by GP/SC-AFIR and SMF/SC-AFIR were 5889 and 7531 [29] , respectively, where single force calculation includes energy and gradient of the two states. In the application to naphthalene, the symmetry option of SC-AFIR method was used, since this option was used also in the reference SMF/SC-AFIR calculation [29] . This option was not used in the application to benzene. This is because the total numbers of force calculations are similar between benzene and naphthalene, where the number of force calculations was reduced to 867 in an application of GP/SC-AFIR to benzene when the symmetry option was used.
GP/SC-AFIR was found to be more efficient than SMF/SC-AFIR also in the application to naphthalene. 
Conclusion
An efficient search method for MECIs has been developed by combining single component artificial force induced reaction (SC-AFIR) method and gradient projection (GP) method. All of the S 0 /S 1 -MECIs reported in the previous studies were obtained by the present GP/SC-AFIR method. Furthermore, the GP/SC-AFIR method was found to be more efficient than the previous automated MECI search approach, SMF/SC-AFIR.
This is because convergence of the GP method is faster than a penalty function method which has been used in the SMF/SC-AFIR method. It is noted that the present approach is also applicable to the search for structures of MESX between two different spin states.
The present GP/SC-AFIR method will be one of powerful tools in studies on the mechanism of chemical reactions involving nonadiabatic transition.
